Abstract-To reserve or not for bursty video traffic over wireless access networks has been a long-debated issue. For uplink transmissions in infrastructure-based wireless networks and peer-to-peer transmissions in mesh or ad-hoc networks, reservation can ensure the Quality-of-Service (QoS) provisioning at the cost of a lower degree of resource utilization. Contentionbased Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols are more flexible and efficient in sharing resources by bursty traffic to achieve a higher multiplexing gain, but the performance may degrade severely when the network is congested and collisions occur frequently. More and more wireless standards adopt a hybrid approach, which allows the coexistence of resource reservation and contention-based MAC protocols. However, how to costeffectively support video traffic using hybrid MAC protocols is still an open issue. In this paper, we first propose how to use hybrid MAC protocols to support video streaming over wireless networks. Then, we quantify the performance of video traffic over wireless networks with contention-only, reservation-only, and hybrid MAC protocols, respectively. Admission regions for video streams with these three approaches are obtained. Using the standard WiMedia MAC protocols as an example, extensive simulations with a commonly-used network simulator (NS-2) and real video traces are conducted to verify the analysis. The analytical and simulation results reveal the tradeoff between reservation and contention-based medium access strategies, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the hybrid approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE NEED for video streaming over wireless networks mainly comes from two driving forces. First, as network service providers are racing to roll out multimedia services such as Internet Protocol Television (IPTV), one major bottleneck is in residential houses, where rewiring and truck-roll costs are prohibitively high. Thus, the use of high-speed wireless technologies such as Ultra Wide Band (UWB) and Milli Meter Wave (mmWave) is highly recommended. Second, with the miniaturization of portable electronic devices, consumers demand for multimedia streams delivered to and from their handheld devices anytime and anywhere at a low cost.
Supporting high-quality, High-Definition (HD) video applications (which are typically non-adaptive) over wireless networks is nontrivial. With the state-of-the-art video coding technologies, the average data rates of HD video streams are decreasing, but the burstiness and the peak-to-average ratio of the video streams become even higher. In addition, video applications such as IPTV have very stringent Qualityof-Service (QoS) requirements in terms of delay, jitter, and loss [1] . A critical and challenging issue for the success of video streaming over wireless networks is how to efficiently utilize the limited wireless resources to ensure the stringent QoS for video streaming applications.
As wireless communication channels are broadcast in nature, Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols are an essential part of wireless resource management. Currently, there are two main categories of MAC protocols: resource reservationbased MAC and contention-based MAC. Both of them have their pros and cons. For uplink transmissions in infrastructurebased wireless networks and peer-to-peer transmissions in mesh or ad-hoc networks, resource reservation can ensure the QoS at the cost of a lower resource utilization. For bursty video traffic with high peak-to-average ratio, reservation leads to significant waste of resources. Contention-based MAC protocols are flexible and efficient in sharing resources by bursty traffic and they can achieve a certain level of multiplexing gain. However, their performance may degrade severely when the network is congested and collisions occur frequently.
Newer wireless standards adopting a hybrid approach have emerged, which allow both reservation and contention-based medium access control, for instance, the MAC protocols defined in the ECMA-368 [2] and IEEE 802.15.3 standards for high rate UWB networks. In these standards, time is divided into superframes. In each superframe, a portion of the channel time is reserved and the remaining can be used for contentionbased transmissions. However, how to cost-effectively support video traffic using hybrid MAC protocols is still an open issue. Intuitively, if we reserve some channel time for some video traffic in a video stream, and let the remaining video traffic compete for the channel during contention periods, we may reduce the collision probability during the contention periods, and efficiently utilize the reserved resources. But without an in-depth quantitative study, it is hard to tell whether reservation is favorable or not, and if so, how much channel time we should reserve for each video stream so that we can maximize the admission region, i.e., the number of video streams being supported in the network with QoS guarantee.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work studying the performance and admission region of HD video over hybrid MAC protocols. In this paper, we first propose how to use a hybrid MAC to efficiently support bursty video traffic. Using the ECMA-368 standardized MAC as an example, we develop an analytical framework to quantify the performance of video streaming over wireless networks with contention-based, reservation-based, and hybrid MAC protocols, respectively. In particular, an analytical model is proposed for the hybrid MAC where the amount and way of channel reservation will affect the performance of the contention-based MAC. Admission regions with different MAC protocols are also obtained. Extensive simulations with real, publicly available HD video traces and NS-2 network simulator [3] are conducted to verify the correctness of the analysis. Analytical and simulation results reveal that the hybrid MAC approach can outperform contention-only or reservation-only MAC protocols. Based on the analysis, we also identify the directions of how we can further improve the hybrid MAC protocols. The proposed analytical framework can be easily extended to study similar hybrid MAC protocols in other standards.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly survey the related work. In Section III, we first introduce the traffic characteristics and QoS requirements of video streaming applications. Then, we overview the contention-based and reservation-based MAC protocols considered in the system model, and propose how to transmit video packets using hybrid MAC protocols. The analytical framework to quantify the video performance and admission region is given in Section IV, considering the three different MAC protocols mentioned above. Simulation results are presented in Section V, followed by concluding remarks and further discussions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK Video performance and admission regions in wired networks have been heavily investigated in the literature. A classic analytical framework using fluid-flow models has been developed in 1980s [4] . With the fluid-flow model, the equilibrium queue distribution can be derived. Then, we can determine the admission region of video traffic, i.e., given the buffer size, how many video flows can be supported with guaranteed packet loss rate (where packet losses are mainly due to buffer overflow). We can also calculate the effective capacity of video flows [5] and allocate bandwidth to video traffic accordingly. Mitra extended the fluid-flow model to consider multiple video sources over multiple servers with variable service rates [6] . Therefore, we can directly apply the fluid-flow analytical model to study the video performance over time-varying wireless links with different resource allocation schemes [7] - [9] . As wireless links are usually error-prone, in [10] , [11] , the authors studied the video performance over non-contention wireless networks considering the transmission error profile of wireless links. However, how to quantify video performance over wireless networks with contention-based or hybrid MAC protocols is an open issue.
On the other hand, contention-based MAC protocols have been an active research topic recently. The most widely deployed contention-based protocol is the IEEE 802.11 MAC used in Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). Bianchi first proposed a discrete-time Markov chain model to obtain the saturated throughput of the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) in IEEE 802.11 [12] . Following that, several papers appeared to extend Bianchi's model to consider various practical issues in WLANs [13] - [16] . In [17] , an analytical model was proposed for IEEE 802.11 DCF under the unsaturated and unbalanced traffic conditions. The QoS requirement for WLAN prompted the performance analysis of IEEE 802.11e [18] - [21] , where the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) has been proposed to give realtime video traffic a higher priority. EDCA analysis under the unsaturated traffic condition came out by Engelstad [21] . His model can predict throughput and delay under the range of light to saturated traffic load by adjusting various parameters. The emergence of UWB also attracted attention recently due to its superiority for multimedia traffic, and quite a few research work has been done on the analysis of WiMedia UWB MAC, specified in the ECMA-368 standard [2] . Wong first analyzed the UWB MAC [22] , but he did not have simulation or experimentation-based validation. Recently, a renewal reward theorem-based approach is proposed by Ling et al. to analyze EDCA-like MAC [23] , which considered the contention-based MAC only. However, we cannot directly apply these existing analytical models to quantify the video performance over wireless networks with hybrid MAC protocols.
Measurement studies on video performance over wireless networks have also appeared [24] , [25] . The measurement results demonstrated the difficulties and challenges in supporting video streaming over wireless networks with contention-based MAC, which calls for in-depth analytical work to provide guidelines and insights for such applications. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper quantitatively studies the video performance over wireless networks with hybrid contention and reservation-based MAC. Our results reveal the advantage of the hybrid MAC for bursty traffic and provide important guidelines on how to efficiently make reservation with hybrid MAC protocols.
III. BACKGROUND AND SYSTEM MODEL

A. Video Traffic Characteristics
H.264/AVC (MPEG-4 Part 10) is anticipated to be widely used to transmit and store HD content due to its high compression efficiency. With original video streams often at a refresh rate of 30 frames per second, every certain number of frames (often 12 for H.264) are grouped together as one Group of Picture (GoP) with a structure of "IBBPBBPBBPBB." I frames are encoded independently and have larger frame sizes, while B and P frames are encoded by taking reference to other frames and thus have much smaller frame sizes 1 , as shown in Fig. 1 for a sample video stream. Since practical transmission systems have a limited size of Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU), which may be smaller than most video frames, video frames will be segmented and encapsulated into multiple packets. Since the inter-frame interval is fixed (1/30 s), the dramatic variation of video frame sizes within a GoP and between GoPs leads to the high burstiness of video traffic. For the sample video stream, the peak-to-average ratio of the instantaneous data rate can be as high as 16.18. Furthermore, video applications such as IPTV have very stringent QoS requirements in terms of delay, jitter, and loss [1] .
Thus, to deliver HD video traffic to and from end devices over wireless access networks with satisfactory QoS and efficient resource utilization is still a very challenging task, which is the focus of this paper.
B. WiMedia UWB MAC
We adopt the WiMedia UWB MAC specified in the ECMA-368 standard in our system model. It uses the superframe as a basic timing structure for channel access, which defines fixed-length, periodic intervals to coordinate operations among wireless stations. A superframe is composed of 256 Media Access Slots (MAS) and each MAS lasts 256 μs. Each superframe is divided into two parts: a Beacon Period (BP), and a Data Transfer Period (DTP) following BP, as depicted in Fig. 2 . In DTP, two types of MAC protocols can be used simultaneously for packet exchange among wireless stations: the Distributed Reservation Protocol (DRP) and the Prioritized Contention Access (PCA).
For DRP, the current reservation of MAS slots in a superframe is broadcast by wireless stations through beacon frames during BP, and the stations in the same piconet can exchange DRP messages to make further reservation in a distributed manner. During the reserved MAS slots, only the reservation owner can initiate the transmission of data frames, without the need of contending for the channel.
WiMedia's PCA is an extension to IEEE 802.11e's EDCA protocol. PCA medium access is contention-based and prioritized by two parameters: the Contention Window (CW) size and the Arbitration Inter-Frame Space (AIFS). Upon invoking a backoff procedure, the backoff counter is uniformly chosen 1 In this paper, our sample HD video stream is "From Mars to China" with a resolution of 1, 920 × 1, 080 and quantization parameters of 28, 28 and 30 for I, P and B frames, respectively. The video is available at http: //trace.eas.asu.edu/h264/mars/ 
is the index of the backoff stage, and K is the retry limit. The station shall sense the medium to become idle for AIFS and then decrease the backoff counter for each following backoff slot. As shown in Fig. 3 , if the channel is idle, the backoff slot has a fixed duration of δ = 9 μs; if the channel is busy (due to frame transmission, either successfully or in collision), the station should also wait for a Short Inter-Frame Space (SIFS) plus the Immediate-Acknowledgment (Imm-ACK) frame transmission time after the end of the data frame. When the backoff counter is decreased to 0, the station obtains a Transmission Opportunity (TXOP) and can send out the frame at the beginning of the next backoff slot. A packet will be discarded when all the transmission attempts up to K have failed. DRP is suitable for real-time traffic with a constant bit rate, while PCA can support bursty traffic more efficiently. By combining the reservation and contention-based MAC protocols, the hybrid MAC can take the advantages of both to support video streams, which has motivated this paper.
C. Wireless Network Model
In this paper, we consider a generic one-hop UWB-based wireless network (i.e., a piconet). All stations can hear each other and thus they are in the same contention domain. Multiple stations want to transfer an HD video stream to their destinations, respectively. Our objective is to optimize the MAC protocols such that the number of video streams transmitted over the network simultaneously, denoted as N , can be maximized, or, given the number of streams, improve their QoS in terms of loss and delay. We focus on the following three MAC strategies: PCA-only, DRP-only and hybrid DRP/PCA. We ignore transmission errors, assuming all failed transmissions are due to collisions. When DRP is used, if a station reserves M MAS slots, it is desired to reserve them uniformly in the superframe to reduce delay variation and queue length. If N video flows are transmitted over the network simultaneously, the total M × N MAS slots will appear interleaved for each flow, as shown in Fig. 2 . For the hybrid MAC, the MAS slots between any two successive DRP periods are available for PCA.
When the PCA-only or DRP-only MAC is used, there is a buffer with size Q at each station to accommodate the burstiness of incoming traffic. With the hybrid MAC, we propose to have two buffers, as depicted in Fig. 4 . The DRP-buffer stores the video packets to be transmitted in the following DRP MAS slots reserved by the station. Given the maximal number of packets served in one MAS, i.e., L MAS , and the number of reserved slots, we can determine the DRP buffer size, such that the time to transmit a full buffer of packets does not exceed the video delay jitter bound allowed in the wireless network. When the DRP-buffer is full, the excess video packets will be put into the PCA-buffer, where they can compete for the channel during PCA periods.
The main advantage of the proposed two-buffer system is that we can maximize the resource utilization during DRP periods since fewer MAS slots are reserved for each flow than the DRP-only MAC, and also minimize the collision probability and service time during PCA periods since the PCA packet arrival rate and contention level are reduced when compared with the PCA-only MAC.
Note that the two-buffer approach may cause limited packet reordering in two cases. First, the follow-on packets have been received but the earlier packets are still in the DRP buffer. However, the size of the DRP buffer is bounded such that the maximal delay in the DRP buffer is smaller than the delay jitter bound. In the second case, if the expected earlier packets are in the PCA buffer, we can optimize the hybrid MAC and determine the admission region, as being shown in Section IV and V, to guarantee that the packet delay in the PCA buffer will also not exceed the delay jitter bound. Thus, the packet reordering due to the two-buffer system does not affect the video streaming performance.
Since the majority of video packets has the maximal payload size, L P , to meet the MTU limit, (e.g., in the sample video stream, if L P = 1000 bytes, 96.7% packets have the payload size of L P bytes), we assume that all video packets have the same length. Video packets are encapsulated in Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Internet Protocol (IP) and WiMedia Logic Link Con- arrival rate of DRP periods in hybrid MAC Pv collision probability due to the vulnerable period h probability to transmit during vulnerable time (Tv) q probability of a DRP arrival in a fixed slot (δ) U number of pre-backoff periods before a transmission T pb total pre-backoff time trol (LLC) packets. Finally, these packets are encapsulated into the WiMedia Physical-Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP) frames and transmitted via either DRP or PCA. Our analytical framework can differentiate the PCA parameters for different Access Categories (ACs), so other traffic such as the best-effort data traffic can also be included. Since the focus of this paper is to present the novel design and analytical model of the two-buffer based hybrid MAC and also due to the page limit, we only consider one access category of video traffic in this paper (how to deal with heterogeneous traffic classes can be refereed to the previous work [23] , [26] ). Table I summarizes the notations used in this paper.
IV. VIDEO PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. PCA-only MAC
To ensure the QoS for video traffic, we need to bound the packet loss rate (PLR) and delay (jitter). With the PCA-only MAC, the stringent QoS requirements of video traffic can be satisfied only if the network is unsaturated. With a practical transmission buffer size (e.g., 1 MB), it has been verified by simulation that the packet losses due to buffer overflow can be ignored when compared with those due to collisions for the PCA-only MAC, so the system can be regarded as an unsaturated, loss-less queuing system. Thus, the QoS of video streaming, i.e., the delay and PLR, mainly relies on the following link-layer parameters: the frame 2 service time (T s ) and collision probability (P ). In the following, we first derive T s and P , which can then be used to determine network capacity and admission region.
1) Transmission and Collision Probabilities:
Assume that the probability of a station to initiate a transmission in a given backoff slot is constant [18] . Since the channel access procedure of the tagged station regenerates itself for each new MAC frame, the complete service periods for MAC frames form renewal cycles. The average length of the renewal cycle is thus the average frame service time. According to the renewal reward theorem, in a randomly chosen slot, the transmitting probability τ for an active station can be obtained as the average reward during the renewal cycle, given by [23] :
where E[R] is the average number of transmission trials for a frame, and E[B] is the average number of total backoff slots experienced by the frame. Assuming an average frame collision probability of P , R follows a truncated geometric distribution, and E[R] is:
Similarly, E[B] can be obtained as:
where b k = CW k /2 is the average number of backoff slots in the backoff stage k and K is the retry limit. The probability of a nonempty queue is given by the server utilization factor ρ = min{λT s , 1}, where λ is the frame arrival rate, and T s is the mean frame service time. With this notation, our analysis can be applied to both unsaturated and saturated traffic cases. Thus, the probability that an unsaturated station transmits in a randomly chosen generic slot is τρ, where ρ ∈ (0, 1]. Assuming all stations initiate transmissions independently, the collision probability of the tagged station can be obtained by:
2) Duration of Backoff Slots: For one backoff slot during the backoff period of the tagged station, the channel can be in three states: idle, busy in a successful transmission, and busy in collision, with corresponding slot durations of δ, Δ s and Δ c , respectively. In our analysis model, the transmission time of a data frame, the duration for the station to wait when the channel is supposed to be busy (SIFS plus the transmission time of Imm-ACK frame) and the following AIFS are considered as one long busy time slot. Thus, the slot length is Δ s = Δ c = T DAT A + SIF S + T ACK + AIF S, where T DAT A and T ACK are the transmission time of a data frame and an ACK frame, respectively.
The probabilities of a generic backoff slot in idle, busy in a successful transmission, and busy in collision state are:
respectively. Thus, the average length of one generic backoff slot for the tagged station is:
3) Service Time: The average number of transmission trials for a frame with collision is E[R] − 1, where E[R] can be obtained by (2) . The average frame service time, which includes the duration of backoff slots and transmission trial slots, is given by:
Given λ, we can solve (1)∼ (7) together with ρ = λT s to get (τ, ρ, P, T s ) by numerical methods.
With P , the PLR due to dropping packets when reaching the retry limit, can be obtained by ε p = P K . Here we consider the delay jitter of a video frame as the total service time needed to deliver the entire video frame, which is equal to the number of packets of this video frame times the average service time of each packet. Given the average packet service time, the delay of the video frames varies with the video frame size (i.e., the number of packets for this video frame). Therefore, if the largest video frames are fragmented into L m link-layer frames, the maximum delay jitter is Φ = L m T s .
Since the delay jitter (related to the service time) and PLR (dependent on the collision probability) are determined by the contention level (the number of stations, N ), given the tolerable delay jitter and PLR, we can determine how many video flows can be supported simultaneously in the network.
B. DRP-only MAC
The performance with the DRP-only MAC is easy to obtain. With the DRP-only MAC, the whole channel time is partitioned and allocated to each flow, and there is no collision. Therefore, packet losses are caused by buffer overflow, where the buffer size should be chosen according to the delay jitter bound, Φ. Suppose that one video flow has reserved M MAS slots in each superframe, which are approximately evenly distributed. The average service time for one packet is T s = T SF /(M L MAS ), where T SF is the duration of one superframe. We can determine the buffer size given the delay bound by Q = Φ/T s .
Considering the GoP structure, I frames are much larger than B and P frames, as shown in Fig. 1 . The most critical constraint is to deliver I frames within the delay budget. Note that before each I frame there is a sequence of small B and P frames, and the buffer is emptying. Therefore, we can assume that before the arrival of an I frame, the buffer is empty. Thus, the PLR for I frames can be estimated by:
where Z I is the size of I frames (the number of packets for an I frame), p ZI is the probability mass function of Z I (can be obtained by evaluating the statistics of the video traffic empirically) and E[Z] is the average size of a video frame. Given Φ, we can obtain the minimum M required for each flow to ensure that ε d is less than the threshold. Given M and the total number of MAS slots available in a superframe, the maximum number of video flows that can be accommodated in the network is thus obtained.
C. Hybrid DRP/PCA MAC
According to the two-buffer system architecture proposed in Section III-C, the packets in the DRP-buffer will be delivered in following DRP MAS slots with bounded delay. Besides, there is no packet loss during DRP periods. Therefore, the PLR and delay of the packets transmitted using PCA will determine whether the QoS for the video stream can be satisfied.
Using an approach similar to the PCA-only MAC, the collision probability and average frame service time in the PCA periods with the hybrid MAC can be obtained. However, the existence of DRP reserved MAS slots also affects both the PCA backoff and contention behaviors in the hybrid MAC.
First of all, besides the three channel states for the PCAonly MAC as described in Section IV-A, with the hybrid MAC, the channel may become unavailable for PCA due to DRP periods as well 3 . Since the station can only start or resume the backoff procedure after channel being available again and idle for AIFS, we define the fourth channel state to be associated with DRP periods, and the corresponding slot duration is Δ r = T MAS + AIF S, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
1) Transmission and Collision Probabilities:
Since the PCA and DRP periods can interleave with each other, when a PCA station obtains a TXOP, it must ensure that the remaining time of the PCA period (before the DRP reserved MAS slot arrives) is long enough for the frame transaction to finish, plus SIFS (to ensure enough time for transceiver turnaround) and a guard time (denoted as T G , to accommodate the time drift between stations). Otherwise, the station has to hold on the transmission completely until the end of the DRP slot, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
If a station decreases its backoff counter to 0 during the period of T v = T DAT A + SIF S + T ACK + SIF S + T G , any other stations who also obtain the TXOP during T v will collide with it. Thus, the collision probability will be much higher in this case. T v is called vulnerable time for a transmission trial.
Denote the number of idle backoff slots during the vulnerable time as Γ = T v /δ . If a transmission trial happens inside the vulnerable time, the collision probability becomes:
Otherwise, the collision probability is the same as that in (4) . As the DRP reserved MAS slots are uniformly distributed in a superframe, we can use a Poisson process to estimate the probability that the tagged station obtains the TXOP during T v , i.e., a DRP MAS will arrive during T v , as:
3 The arrival of BP also interrupts PCA, which can be treated as another DRP period. For simplicity, we ignore BP in this paper.
where
is the average arrival rate of the DRP MAS slots.
The collision probability for a transmission trial of the tagged PCA station is:
where P is from (4) . Note that if a PCA station obtains TXOP during T v , it just holds its frame (keep the backoff counter to be 0) and immediately sends out the frame after the DRP slot, instead of invoking a new backoff procedure (i.e., double CW and draw a new backoff counter value). Therefore, there is no collision between the PCA transmission trial and the transmission during DRP periods.
Then we can get the average number of transmission trials, E [R ] , and the average number of total backoff slots, E[B ], for one frame of the tagged station using (2) and (3), respectively, while substituting P with P . Similarly, the transmission probability for a generic backoff slot, τ , can be obtained using (1) .
2) Backoff Procedure and Slot Duration: For the hybrid MAC, the arrival of DRP reserved MAS slots can affect the PCA backoff procedure in two ways. First, the DRP MAS may enlarge the backoff slots for an active PCA station by Δ r . Second, the arrival of a DRP MAS pauses the transmission trails of the PCA stations who have obtained the TXOP during T v , while other stations may continue decreasing their backoff counters and then obtain their TXOP as well.
By using the Poisson arrival approximation, the probability that a DRP MAS arrives during δ is
The average length of a generic backoff slot can be computed as: (13) where a, b and c are defined in (5), with τ replaced by τ .
Another impact of DRP on PCA is the so-called pre-backoff behavior, as shown in Fig. 3(c) . Every PCA station ensures that the next DRP MAS will arrive later than T v if it initiates a frame transaction. However, for one transmission trial, the slot time is Δ c = Δ s > T v (with the parameters specified in ECMA-368). During Δ s − T v , a DRP MAS may arrive and the channel becomes unavailable for PCA. Thus, the backoff procedure has to be delayed until the DRP slot finishes. Here the additional waiting period preceding the real backoff stage is referred to as pre-backoff.
During the backoff process, the average number of generic slots associated with a frame is E[B ]P + E[R ] − 1 except the last transmission trial. Thus, the average number of prebackoff periods for one frame is:
By considering the average waiting time of the pre-backoff period shown in Fig. 3(c) , the total time spent in such prebackoff periods by the tagged station is:
3) Transmission Trials and Slot Duration: The average number of transmission trials of the tagged station is E[R ].
For every trial, if the station obtains the TXOP during T v , it has to delay this trail until the end of the upcoming DRP period, as mentioned above. The additional waiting period preceding the transmission is called pre-transmission waiting, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
If there is a pre-transmission waiting period, the time slot for one transmission trial with or without collision is enlarged approximately by Δ r + T v /2. Then the average slot length for one transmission trial is:
4) Service time:
Finally, the average frame service time is given by:
Given the packet arrival rate for the PCA period, λ , we can solve the equations set together with ρ = min{λ T s , 1} to get the values of the unknown variables (τ , ρ , P , T s ). Thus, the maximum delay jitter and PLR can be obtained, and the admission region can be determined accordingly.
Note that, due to the fact that a portion of the incoming video traffic is transferred by DRP, λ is reduced. On the other hand, with DRP reserved MAS slots, the available channel time for PCA transmission is also reduced. A smaller λ will reduce the collision probability and service time, while the interruption from DRP periods will increase them. Thus, there is a tradeoff of how many MAS slots should be reserved to minimize the collision probability and service time, which will be illustrated in the following section.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we first outline the simulation setup, including simulation scenarios and parameters, then we present the analysis and simulation results for video streaming over hybrid DRP/PCA MAC, and finally we give the admission region considering IPTV-like applications.
A. Simulation Setup
We adopted a trace-driven simulation strategy to validate our analytical models and compare the performance of different MAC protocols. The trace video, "From Mars to China," is H.264/MPEG-4 AVC encoded. In this sample video, the maximum video frame size is 326, 905 bytes and the average frame size is 20, 209 bytes with high burstiness, as shown in Fig. 1 . If the video packet size is 1, 000 bytes, the video traffic data rate is 621.486 packets per second for each flow.
We employed a commonly-used network simulator, NS-2, and extended TKN's IEEE 802.11e code to simulate WiMedia MAC protocols. The superframe duration is 65.536 ms for 256 MAS slots of 256 μs each. In DTP, PCA and DRP slots can interleave in an arbitrary way. Due to this flexibility, the transmitter needs to make sure the whole packet transaction including acknowledgment should finish at least one SIFS plus one guard time before the PCA period transitions into DRP, or vice versa. Otherwise, it will hold on the packet transaction completely until the channel is available for PCA again. These behaviors due to the hybrid DRP/PCA MAC have been captured closely in our simulation.
In WiMedia PCA, for video traffic, CW min is 7 and retry limit is 7, the AIFS Number (AIFSN) is 2, slot time δ is 9 μs, and SIFS is 10 μs, so video's AIFS is 28 μs. Guard time is 12 μs. During PCA, a packet transaction includes the time to transmit the packet and acknowledgment, as well as SIFS and AIFS. During DRP, since the reservation owner has the exclusive access to the channel, a packet transaction includes the time to transmit the packet and acknowledgment, as well as at most two SIFS's. Video packets are encapsulated in RTP, UDP, IP packets, and WiMedia LLC frames, with a total overhead of 56 bytes, before going to the PLCP layer.
We used the highest WiMedia data rate at 480 Mbps. According to WiMedia's standard, PLCP preamble and header are also considered in our simulation and transmitted at a lower data rate, while the video payload including upper-layer headers is transmitted at the given data rate (480 Mbps). For a video packet of 1, 000 bytes, it takes 31.875 μs to transmit the entire PLCP frame, and the MAC layer acknowledgment takes 13.125 μs. We ignore the propagation delay due to the short range in UWB networks.
B. Video Streaming over DRP/PCA MAC
In this section, we present the results when a certain number (M ) of MAS slots is reserved for each video flow, and the remaining is available for PCA among all flows, i.e., for the hybrid DRP/PCA approach when M > 0 and the PCA-only approach when M = 0.
1) DRP/PCA Traffic Breakdown:
We pre-processed the video trace to determine the number of video packets transmitted through DRP and PCA, respectively. If we consider Imm-ACK for DRP packets, which are separated by SIFS between packet transactions due to exclusive access, a total packet transaction lasts 31.875+10+13.125+10=65 μs. For a reserved MAS slot, it can accommodate (256-12)/65 =3 packets due to the guard time. If we consider Block Acknowledgment (BACK), one MAS can accommodate (256-12-10-13.125)/(31.875+10) =5 packets. If we consider both BACK and burst transmission with MIFS, one MAS can accommodate (256-12-10-13.125-10+1.875)/(31.875+1.875) =6 packets. Even with burst PLCP preamble in the physical layer, at most 6 packets can be accommodated in one MAS.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the percentage of the remaining PCA traffic after DRP reservation strictly decreases as the the number of reserved slots increases. However, the percentage reduction is much slower than the increase of DRP slots. This is due to the burstiness of video traffic, which cannot fully utilize all reserved slots in each superframe. At the beginning, an extra MAS slot can reduce the remaining PCA traffic greatly, especially when one MAS can accommodate 6 packets with BACK and MIFS. After a certain number of MAS slots is reserved, the additionally reserved MAS slot only has marginal benefit for I frames, since there is no remaining traffic for P and particularly B frames any further. For example, with BACK and MIFS (which is the most efficient way to use DRP), even with 16 MAS slots reserved in one superframe, more than 10% of the total traffic, mainly due to I frames, still has to go through PCA. This indicates that a suitable number of reserved slots should be chosen carefully. For illustration purposes, we use BACK and MIFS for simulation results presented in this paper, i.e., 6 video packets going through a DRP MAS slot. Figure 6 shows the average frame service time obtained from both analysis and simulation for PCA packets. In this figure, there are 8, 10, and 12 concurrent video flows, respectively. As being expected, when M is small, the service time decreases with regard to M , and the trend is reversed with a large M . This is because, a small number of reserved MAS slots can be efficiently utilized and the number of packets left for contention in PCA is greatly reduced. With less contention, the overhead (collisions and backoff) in PCA periods can be reduced as well. When M is large, since the duration of a MAS slot for DRP (256 μs) is much longer than that of a fixed contention slot for PCA (9 μs), frequent interruption by DRP will bring up the service time in PCA. In addition, with a large M , the DRP reserved MAS slots are not efficiently utilized, but the remaining channel time for PCA is significantly reduced, which results in a higher contention level and longer service time. The frame service time "bounceback" behavior shows that there is a tradeoff in terms of the number of MAS slots reserved for each video flow. 3) Frame Collision Probability: Figure 7 shows the frame transmission collision probability obtained from both analysis and simulation for PCA packets. As being shown in the figure, when there is a small number of MAS slots reserved for DRP, the frame collision probability for PCA packets is actually reduced, due to fewer active stations contending for the channel during PCA periods. However, when the number of MAS slots reserved for DRP increases a bit further, more PCA packets are interrupted by DRP periods, after which PCA packets may collide due to the "pre-transmission" withhold when the time before DRP is not enough to finish the packet transaction. In addition, when more MAS slots are reserved for DRP, fewer will be available for PCA, which will cause a higher chance of contention overall. This trend is more obvious when the number of video flows is high (e.g., 12 flows). For 8 flows, the same "bounce-back" behavior is expected with the slow reduction in collision probability and the increase in frame service time in Fig. 6 . The M to minimize frame service time and collision probability is dependent on N .
2) Frame Service Time:
In our analytical framework, we only consider average traffic arrival rate and assume the independence of competing flows, which should be general enough to investigate the performance of other traffic types with different bursty levels. Besides using the video traces, we also use Poisson traffic in simulation for verification. Simulation results with both video traces and Poisson traffic (which are not presented in this paper due to page limit) validate the correctness and wide applicability of our analysis.
C. Admission Region
The admission region is determined by ensuring both PLR and delay jitter for video streams to meet their QoS requirement. For IPTV-like applications, PLR should be less than 10 −4 and the delay jitter should be less than 100 ms. PLR can be obtained from the collision probability, and the maximum video frame jitter is due to the queuing delay of the largest video frames over the wireless networks. Our analytical and simulation results show that, for PCA-only and hybrid MAC, the delay jitter constraint for HD video is tighter than the PLR constraint due to collisions. Therefore, the number of video flows that can be supported is mainly determined by the frame service time of video packets. For the PCA-only and hybrid MAC, we use the frame service time for the largest video frame (around 327 KB) as the admission criterion, i.e., it is estimated as the number of packets being transmitted in PCA periods times the frame service time of PCA. For the DRP-only MAC, we can determine the MAS slots needed for each video by (8) , and then the admission region accordingly.
To ensure that the maximum delay jitter is less than two or three-frame durations (i.e., 66.67 and 100ms, respectively), only 5 and 7 video streams can be supported with the DRPonly MAC while still maintaining the PLR requirement, as we need to over-reserve significantly for the bursty video traffic. As shown in Fig. 8 , for PCA-only MAC (i.e., the number of MAS reserved per flow is 0), at most 8 and 10 flows can be supported to meet the maximum video frame jitter requirement, respectively. For the hybrid MAC and when each DRP MAS can send 6 packets, we can support 10 and 13 flows if we reserve 6 MAS slots for each flow, which outperforms both the PCA-only and DRP-only MAC considerably, given the high burstiness and data rate of the HDTV video streams. This admission region comparison clearly shows the tradeoff between contention and reservation-based medium access control mechanisms, and the way to strike a better balance between them.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH ISSUES
In this paper, we have proposed to use hybrid MAC protocols to support video streaming over wireless networks, and studied the video performance and admission region for wireless networks using reservation-based, contention-based, and hybrid MAC protocols. Using WiMedia UWB as an example, extensive simulations with real video traces and the popular NS-2 simulator have been conducted to validate the analysis. Both analytical and simulation results demonstrate that the hybrid MAC is desired for high-quality video streaming. This is because, the MPEG-4/AVC video streams have many small B frames mixed with large I frames. Using the DRP-only MAC, the bandwidth waste is significant. If we reserve a small number of MAS slots for each video such that these slots can be efficiently utilized, we can significantly reduce the collision in PCA periods and support more video flows.
During our study, we have also revealed many issues that will affect the performance of PCA and the hybrid MAC, which should be carefully considered for implementation and can be further improved. First, the reservation pattern of DRP is important. If we allow a longer DRP period, i.e., reserve DRP MAS slots back-to-back, the collision probability after the DRP period for PCA will be even higher, so it is desirable to evenly distribute DRP reserved MAS slots in each superframe. Second, in the current standard, the vulnerable time before the arrival of a DRP MAS leads to a much higher collision probability, and it may be desirable to implement another backoff after each DRP. Third, the admission region for PCA and hybrid MAC largely depends on the CW size. The current standard using a small minimum CW size (i.e., 7), which leads to a high collision probability when we support more than 8 flows. Adjusting the minimum CW size can thus further improve the admission region.
